اﻋﻮذ ﺑﺎﷲ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﻴﻄﻦ اﻟﺮﺟﻴﻢ
ﺑﺴﻢ اﷲ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ اﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
I seek refuge in God from satan the rejected
In the Name of God ,Most Gracious Most Merciful

Word God and Nun

1.

Pattern of Nun

Initial letter Nun ( ) ﻧﻮنare very important.GOD in 68:1 after Nun points to pen.It
show us that this letter has relation with Pen.Therfore this letter protect text of
Quran.There are many relation about this letter that discussed at previous parts.
Summaries of it:
1- The frequency count of the letter Noon in sura 68 is 133 (19*7).
2- There are precisely 133(19*7) verses in the Quran that ends with Nun (NoonWaw-Noon) like verse 52:39 ام ﻟﻪ اﻟﺒﻨﺖ وﻟﻜﻢ اﻟﺒﻨﻮن
3- There are 133(19*7) verses where two letters of Noon occurring side by side like
verse 74:6 in word Tamnon: وﻻ ﲤﻨﻦ ﺗﺴﺘﻜﺜﺮ
4- There are only three verses that have pattren Nun( )ﻧﻮنand dblNoon( )ﻧﻦtoo .The
count of the letter Noon ( )نin the verses (only three verses) having two letters of
Noon side by side ( )ﻇﻨﻨﺘﻢand pattern Nun (N Waw N =  )ﻧﻮنis 38(19*2) .
5- If we add the sura and verse numbers of the three verses described in above the
result is 209(19*11).
6- There are 361(19*19) cases(not verses) having two letters Noon next to each
other with an space between them ( )ﻟﻦ ﻧﺆﻣﻦand two letters of Noon side by side
without any spaces in between () ﻧﻨﺠﻲ
7- There are 10 verses each having 19 letters Noon and the count of the word GOD in
these 10 verses of the Quran is also 19.
8- There are 228(19*12) verses in the entire Quran that contain pattern Nun ()ﻧﻮن
like verse :
[ واﻧﻪ ﻟﻤﺎ ﻗﺎم ﻋﺒﺪ اﷲ ﻳﺪﻋﻮﻩ آﺎدوا ﻳﻜﻮﻧﻮن ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻟﺒﺪا٧٢:١٩]
9- There are 133(19*7) words that end with the pattern double Noon ( )ﻧﻦor Nun
( )ﻧﻮنand these patterns occur in the middle of a verse instead of at the beginning
or the end of a verse .
10- Nun in sura 68 is written as Noon-Waw-Noon (two Noon and one Waw = ) ﻧﻮن.
There are 228(19*12) verses with two letters Noon ( )نand one letter Waw ( )و.
11- There are 133 verses with pattern double Noon ()ﻧﻦ. 57(19*3) of these verses
are even numbered and 76(19*4) verses are odd .
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12- There are 358 verses with the pattern Nun (Noon-Waw-Noon= )ﻧﻮنor the pattern
double Noon ()ﻧﻦ. The total count of the letter Noon in these verses is 2698
(19*142).
13- The sum of the verse numbers plus the sum of the sura numbers of the 358
verses specified in above is 30229(19*1591).
14- From the 358 verses described in above, 11 verses have all initial letters. These
11 verses have 190(19*10) letters Noon.
15- In the entire Quran there are 19(19*1) first verses where the first or the end
letter is Noon like verse:
[ اﻟﺮ ﺗﻠﻚ ءاﻳﺖ اﻟﻜﺘﺐ وﻗﺮءان ﻣﺒﻴﻦ١۵:١]
16- The total count of the letter Noon in all verses that sura number plus verse
number is a factor of nineteen is 1406(19*74) .
17- The pen in Arabic is Alghalam (( ) اﻟﻘﻠﻢ68:1). There are 152 (19*8)verses that
the all pen letters and the pattern Nun ( )ﻧﻮنexist in them.
18- There are only 4 suras that the number of verses that start with the Nun letters
( )ﻧﻮنis a factor of 19. The total count of these verses is 133(19*7) .
19- There are 5 suras where the number of verses that start with the letter Waw ()و
(Waw is from Nun letters) is a factor of 19. The total count of these verses is
again 133(19*7) .
20- There are 3 letters in Nun ()ن و ن. In the entire Quran, there are 171(19*9)
verses that have 3 Noon ( )نand 3 Waw ( )و.
21- There are 3 letters in Nun ()ن و ن. There are 209(19*11) verses where the
frequency of the letter Noon ( )نis three times that of the letter Waw ( )و.
22- Nun letters are Noon-Waw-Noon ()ن و ن. Thus, the count of the letter Noon is
twice the count of the letter Waw ()و. There are 228(19*12) verses that Have 2
Noon ( )نand 1 Waw ( )وletters .
23- The count of the letter Noon is twice the count of the letter Waw ()و. There are
133(19*7) verses that Have 4 Noon and 2 Waw letters .
24- The first 19 verses of the Quran are verses 1:1 through 2:12 and they have
57(19*3) letters Noon ( )ن.
25- There are 19(19*1) letters Noon ( )نin the last 19 verses of the Quran.
26- There are 19(19*1) verses that are numbered 1 and end with letter Noon.

Now consider relation of Nun with Word GOD:

2.

Pattern of Nun

There are only 95 (19*5) verses in all Quran that have pattern Nun( )ﻧﻮنand
have word God too like 2:62
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( إن اﻟﺬﻳﻦ ءاﻣﻨﻮا واﻟﺬﻳﻦ هﺎدوا واﻟﻨﺼﺮى واﻟﺼﺐءﻳﻦ ﻣﻦ ءاﻣﻦ ﺑﺎﷲ واﻟﻴﻮم اﻻﺧﺮ٢:۶٢)
وﻋﻤﻞ ﺹﻠﺤﺎ ﻓﻠﻬﻢ أﺟﺮهﻢ ﻋﻨﺪ رﺑﻬﻢ وﻻ ﺧﻮف ﻋﻠﻴﻬﻢ وﻻ هﻢ ﻳﺤﺰﻥﻮن

[2:62] Surely, those who believe, those who are Jewish, the
Christians, and the converts; anyone who (1) believes in
GOD, and (2) believes in the Last Day, and (3) leads a
righteous life, will receive their recompense from their Lord.
They have nothing to fear, nor will they grieve.

3.

Pattern Nun or Dblnoon

Let now consider all verses that pattern Nun (Noon-Waw-Noon= )ﻧﻮنor pattern
DblNoon( )ﻧﻦexists in them.The total count of letter Noon in these verses ( 358
verses ) is

2698 !!!

3-1It is intersting that 2698(19*142 ) is total count of word God in Quran
!!!!!!
God be glorified!!Is there any other book in the world that can demonstrate a
similar phenomenon?!!! You can see results in this file:
https://www.sharemation.com/asadh/noon.zip?uniq=-brsele
3-2Sum of verse numbers plus sum of sura numbers of 358 verses is

30229 (19*1591)

3-311 verse have all initial letters in these 358 verses.These 11 verses have
190(19*10) Noon.
Those 11 verses:
[13:4],[13:41]2:187],[2:285],[23:27],[24:31]
,[3:154],[38:22],[4:46],[9:29],[9:71]
Those 358 verses:
[2:3],[2:4],[2:6],[2:38],[2:46],[2:62],[2:77],
[2:78],[2:85],[2:88],[2:100],[2:106],[2:112],
[2:118],[2:121],[2:139],[2:147],[2:159],[2:187]
,[2:235],[2:249],[2:259],[2:262],[2:274],[2:277]
,[2:285],[3:16],[3:28],[3:64],[3:81],[3:110],
[3:114],[3:119],[3:122],[3:137],[3:143],[3:154],
[3:160],[3:170],[3:187],[3:193],[4:26],[4:38]
,[4:46],[4:51],[4:59],[4:65],[4:89],[4:103],[4:10]
[4:155],[4:159],[4:162],[5:11],[5:25],[5:50]
,[5:69],[5:81],[5:88],[5:111],[6:12],[6:14],[6:19]
,[6:20],[6:35],[6:48],[6:53],[6:54],[6:63],[6:77]
,[6:92],[6:99],[6:109],[6:111],[6:113],[6:114],
[6:125],[6:150],[6:154],[6:161],[7:23],[7:27],
[7:35],[7:49],[7:51],[7:52],[7:71],[7:75],[7:87],
[7:89],[7:134],[7:149],[7:150],[7:156],[7:185],
[7:188],[7:189],[7:203],[8:2],[8:4],[8:55],[8:74]
,[9:29],[9:44],[9:45],[9:51],[9:71],[9:75],[9:93],
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[9:105],[9:122],[9:126],[10:14],[10:22],[10:23]
,[10:29],[10:33],[10:62],[10:92],[10:94],[10:95]
,[10:96],[10:101],[10:103],[10:105],[11:2],[11:5]
,[11:17],[11:37],[11:62],[11:63],[11:121],[12:13]
,[12:32],[12:33],[12:35],[12:37],[12:48],[12:66]
,[12:111],[13:1],[13:2],[13:4],[13:41],[14:9],
[14:11],[14:14],[14:21],[15:6],[15:8],[15:13],
[15:21],[15:26],[15:28],[15:33],[15:39],[15:70]
,[16:19],[16:22],[16:23],[16:60],[16:64],[16:72]
,[16:79],[16:81],[16:92],[16:104],[16:105],
[16:128],[17:10],[17:45],[17:52],[17:73],[17:82]
,[18:46],[18:94],[18:95],[18:103],[18:104],
[19:38],[19:39],[19:69],[19:72],[19:82],[20:14]
,[20:37],[20:45],[20:46],[20:58],[20:97],[21:6]
,[21:30],[21:43],[21:44],[21:87],[21:90],[23:1]
,[23:27],[23:44],[23:58],[23:74],24:2],[24:12]
,[24:31],[24:55],[24:62],[25:68],[26:4],[26:27]
,[26:88],[26:116],[26:128],[26:167],[26:201],
[27:3],[27:4],[27:25],[27:27],[27:36],[27:41],
[27:47],[27:74],[27:82],[27:86],[27:89],[28:3],
[28:52],[28:69],[28:72],[28:86],[28:87],[29:2],
[29:24],[29:32],[29:47],[29:51],[29:67],[30:4],
[30:37],[30:60],[31:4],[31:23],[32:12],[32:24],
[33:10],[33:11],[33:22],[34:8],[34:26],[34:33],
[34:37],[34:41],[35:42],[36:7],[36:10],[36:68],
[36:76],[37:28],[37:36],[37:49],[37:53],[37:114]
,[37:149],[38:8],[38:22],[38:39],[39:45],[39:52]
,[39:61],[39:65],[40:7],[40:41],[40:42],[40:43]
,[40:47],[40:51],[40:59],[41:5],[41:8],[41:22],
[41:23],[41:33],[41:44],[41:50],[42:15],[42:18]
,[43:26],[43:49],[43:68],[43:88],[44:12],[44:14]
,[45:4],[45:6],[45:20],[45:24],[45:34],[46:13],
[46:17],[48:12],[48:15],[48:25],[49:10],[49:15]
,[49:17],[51:13],[51:39],[51:52],[52:24],[52:29]
,[52:30],[52:33],[52:36],[52:39],[52:48],[53:27]
,[54:9],[54:14],[54:25],[56:23],[56:58],[56:61]
,[56:78],[56:81],[57:8],[58:10],[58:22],[59:2],
[59:10],[59:11],[60:4],[60:11],[61:5],[61:11],
[62:7],[64:4],[64:6],[64:13],[68:1],[68:2],[68:3]
,[68:9],[68:18],[68:51],[69:20],[69:41],[72:5],
[72:7],[72:12],[72:19],[74:6],[74:31],[77:50]
[81:22],[84:20],[84:25],[89:16],[95:6]

4.

Noon and word GOD

4-1- There are 133(19*7) verses that count of word God is equal count of Noon
such as verse 52:43 that has Two word God and Two letter Noon.
Those 133 verses:
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[1:1],[1:2],[2:202],[2:205],[2:206],[2:225],
[2:251],[2:268],[3:5],[3:18],[3:34],[3:51],
[3:74],[3:98],[3:108],[3:129],[3:132],[3:163]
,[3:182],[4:39],[4:100],[4:106],[4:110],[5:38]
,[5:74],[5:96],[5:97],[5:98],[5:100],[5:120],
[6:3],[6:62],[6:149],[7:140],[7:190],[8:13],
[8:23],[8:51],[8:68],[8:69],[9:27],[9:39],[9:97]
,[9:106],[10:25],[10:58],[10:64],[10:82],
[10:109],[11:41],[11:123],[12:19],[12:92],
[12:95],[13:15],[13:39],[14:39],[14:51],[15:69]
,[17:92],[18:1],[18:38],[18:44],[19:36],[20:8],
[20:61],[20:98],[22:10],[22:76],[24:14],[24:52],
[26:89],[26:108],[26:110],[26:126],[26:131],
[26:144],[26:150],[26:163],[26:179],[27:59],
[28:70],[28:88],[30:11],[31:9],[31:22],[31:26],
[33:27],[37:40],[37:74],[37:96],[37:126],
[37:128],[37:160],[37:182],[39:4],[39:14],
[39:44],[40:4],[40:44],[40:45],[42:10],[42:19]
,[42:24],[43:64],[45:8],[45:27],[45:36],[47:21]
,[48:7],[48:9],[49:8],[49:18],[52:43],[59:4],
[59:22],[59:24],[64:13],[64:17],[65:3],[65:10]
,[70:3],[71:13],[76:11],[79:25],[84:23],[85:20]
,[87:7],[95:8],[96:14],[98:2],[104:6],[110:1]
4-2- There are 95(19*5) verses that have one word God and have one letter
Noon too.
Those 95 verses:
[1:1],[1:2],[2:202],[2:205],[2:206],[3:5],[3:18]
,[3:34],[3:51],[3:74],[3:132],[3:182],[5:96],
[5:100],[5:120],[6:3],[6:62],[6:149],[7:140],
[7:190],[8:23],[8:51],[8:68],[9:39],[10:25],
[10:58],[10:64],[10:82],[10:109],[11:41],
[11:123],[12:19],[12:92],[12:95],[13:15],
[13:39],[14:39],[15:69],[17:92],[18:1],[18:38],
[18:44],[19:36],[20:8],[20:61],[20:98],[22:10]
,[22:76],[24:14],[26:89],[26:108],[26:110],
[26:126],[26:131],[26:144],[26:150],[26:163],
[26:179],[28:70],[28:88],[30:11],[31:9],[33:27]
,[37:40],[37:74],[37:96],[37:126],[37:128],
[37:160],[37:182],[39:14],[39:44],[40:4],[40:45]
,[42:19],[43:64],[45:8],[45:27],[45:36],[47:21],
[48:9],[59:22],[59:24],[70:3],[71:13],[76:11],
[79:25],[84:23],[85:20],[87:7],[95:8],[96:14],
[98:2],[104:6],[110:1]
4-3- There are 76(19*4) verses that have one word God and have one letter
Waw too.
Those 76 verses:
[2:181],[2:209],[2:242],[3:5],[3:9],[3:34],[3:59]
,[3:182],[4:28],[4:72],[4:105],[4:169],[6:149],
[7:105],[7:190],[7:200],[8:51],[8:68],[9:89],
[10:29],[10:32],[10:35],[11:33],[11:115],[12:52]
,[12:95],[14:20],[14:24],[16:37],[16:120],[17:96]
,[18:69],[19:30],[20:8],[22:10],[22:15],[23:14],
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[23:116],[24:7],[24:9],[24:46],[26:213],[27:9],
[27:26],[27:30],[27:79],[28:27],[29:6],[31:31],
[33:30],[33:64],[35:17],[37:102],[37:159],
[37:182],[39:66],[40:4],[40:48],[41:52],[44:42]
,[47:9],[47:29],[48:3],[51:50],[53:58],[57:11],
[57:22],[67:26],[69:33],[71:17],[71:19],[76:6],
[87:7],[104:6],[110:1],[112:1]

5. Word God and Noon-Waw
There are 12 verses that have one Word God and have one Noon too but they
havn't Waw.
[1:1],[1:2],[26:89],[37:40],[37:74],[37:128]
,[37:160],[39:14],[45:8],[70:3],[95:8],[96:14]
And there are 7 verses that have one word God and have one Waw too but they
havn't Noon.
[14:20],[14:24],[23:116],[27:26],[35:17]
,[71:19],[112:1]
12+7=19 !!!!
Is all these relations are coincidence?!!!!!
Praise be to God, Lord of the universe.
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